Abstract-In solving systems of linear equations derived from FEM structural analysis by the conjugate gradient method, an efficient way for preparing effective incomplete factorization preconditioner was published by Saint-Georges et al. [l]. In [2,3], we prepared several variants of the cited method due to Saint-Georges et al. [I], and some of the relevant PCG-solvers were found more efficient than the original ones [l]. Here, we prepare some additional variants for producing good enough preconditioners by applying our spiral ordering [2] and execute some incomplete factorizations (MIC, RIC) with the level of fill-in dropping strategy which was found the best in [3] . In the comparison of the considered solvers, we analyze our computer results when systems from elastic frame structures with 3D beam elements were solved.
INTRODUCTION
In solving systems of linear equations with a large sparse symmetric positive definite coefficient matrix, a widely used efficient way is to apply the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method with an effective preconditioner. In cases when the coefficient matrix is also an M-matrix, the preconditioner is usually prepared by an incomplete factorization [4, 5] . That is, in a class of problems, for instance, when finite difference approximation is used for solving a Dirichlet problem for partial differential equations of elliptic type, the PCG method with an incomplete factorization preconditioner became an efficient and popularly used way. However, in case of systems of FEM structural analysis, a stiffness matrix is symmetric and positive definite, but usually, it is not an M-matrix, so, in trying to prepare an incomplete factorization preconditioner, usually it cannot be executed, since certain diagonal entry may get too close to zero during the process. For trying to avoid this problem, different approaches were published [6, 7] ; however, no general solution was found to this unpleasant problem. However, Saint-Georges et al. [l] published an excellent way for preparing a highly effective incomplete factorization preconditioner from a stiffness matrix by which some efficient PCG-solvers became available also for systems from FEM structural analysis.
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As known, they execute a so-called DC-reduction by which a block-diagonal M-matrix is formed from the stiffness matrix. For improving the quality of the preconditioner to be prepared from it by an incomplete factorization [S] , an ordering is executed before preparing an incomplete factorization preconditioner.
In varying both the ordering and the incomplete factorization in the cited process, some additional PCG-solvers may be formed. In [2, 9] , we considered some variants of the above method for preparing the preconditioner and the most effective version was found, when, in the ordering phase, we applied our spiral ordering [lo] which is available also for a stiffness matrix and we prepared the IC(0) preconditioner. In [3, 11] , we considered the variant for which we applied the above mentioned spiral ordering, and during the incomplete factorization, we applied the level of fill-in dropping strategy [12] . Testing this method with incomplete factorization of order IP (with parameter 0 I IP 5 lo), in case of IP = 2, this version was found somewhat more efficient than that in [2, 9] .
Here we consider four further variants of the PCG-solvers.
In the first two, after executing our spiral ordering, we prepare the incomplete factorization preconditioners, both as MIC(0) [5, 13, 14] and as RIG(0) [15, 16] . In the third and fourth, we start to prepare the variant which was found the best in [ll] . That is, we execute the spiral ordering, and during the incomplete factorization we apply the level of fill-in dropping strategy with IP = 2, while we prepare MIC and RIC 
INCOMPLETE FACTORIZATION PRECONDITIONERS
In solving the system of linear equations Ax = b (A E R"'" is a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix, b E Rn) by a PCG method, the number of iterations required for achieving the relative iterative error E is ]l/2{~(C-1A)}0.51n(2/E) + l], w h ere K(.) is the spectral condition number of the relevant matrix, C E Rnxn is the preconditioning matrix. As known, if A E RnXn is also an M-matrix, then a good enough C usually can be obtained by preparing an incomplete factorization of A (see [4, 5] ).
The simplest version of the incomplete factorization is when no fill-in is accepted during the factorization process (denoted by IC(0)). Another simple variant is to prescribe the number of fill-ins to be accepted in a row. In both cases, the data management in the implementation is very simple, since the storage requirement is predictable.
For well-structured matrices derived from a finite difference approximation, ones apply the strategy to define the positions of the fill-ins to be accepted in the factored matrix. For instance, let the accepted fill-ins be placed parallel to the main diagonal in the L factor and all the other fillins are discarded [13] . Ones use a drop tolerance principle [12] , when discarding a fill-in element depends on its magnitude in absolute value. Then, the number of fill-ins becomes unpredictable by which the data management becomes more complicated. An improved variant of its conception was described by Saad [17] .
For unstructured grid problems, ones apply some ordering for reducing the size of the envelope of the ordered matrix and a left-most nonzero entry in a row (defining the border of envelope) is discarded, if it is followed by a great number of zero entries [18] . The size of the truncated envelope obtained in such a way is reduced based on which a preconditioner is prepared.
A modified incomplete factorization (MIC) was introduced in [5, 13] , when all the discarded elements were added to the relevant diagonal entry. For preparing a more accurate approximate factorization, the first-and higher-order factorization were introduced by Gustafsson defines the number of "subdiagonals" consisting of fill-ins in a general sparse symmetric matrix.
That is, for each matrix element, we register its level of fill-in value as follows. At the beginning, as an initialization, for each nonzero entry, the level of fill-in value is zeroized. If in a position (i, j) a fill-in would occur, its numerical value is obtained as
where L and U denote the lower and upper parts of the factored matrix, respectively. The level of fill-in value for Fi,i is defined as
Obviously, if we have, for instance, level(Fi,i) = 1, then Fi,i is placed in the first "subdiagonal" in the factored matrix. On the other hand, if for a fill-in element Fi,i we have
where IP is a prescribed parameter, then neglecting this fill-in entry and reset level(Fi,i) = 0, a dropping strategy is obtained. Here, the number of "subdiagonals"
in the factored matrix is IP.
A relaxed incomplete factorization (RIC) was introduced by Axelsson et al. [15] . Then, if a fillin element (to be discarded) would occur in the position (i, j), then its modified value (prepared by a relaxation parameter w (-1 I w < 1)) is added to the diagonal entry both in row i and in row j. As it is discussed in [15, 16] , the rate of convergence of the RIC method is much better than that is for MIC method.
In [15, 16] , the dynamic versions of MIC and RIC (denoted as DMIC and DRIC) are discussed. For DMIC, in the pivot row, if the row sum in the upper triangular part divided by the diagonal entry is found to be larger than a given value T with (0 < T < l), then the diagonal entry will be changed and it will take this larger value. Here, 1 -r = ha, where ha M lldG, where nuno denotes the number of nodes; d is the spatial dimension.
THE EFFECTS OF ORDERINGS ON THE CONVERGENCE OF A PCG METHOD
As known from the sparse matrix computation, in applying an ordering before a sparse symmetric factorization, the number of fill-ins may be remarkably changed. By choosing an appropriate ordering, both the storage-and the work-requirement of a direct method may become pieasantly small. Consequently, the effect of orderings on the quality of an incomplete factorization preconditioner used in a PCG method has great importance [8, 19] . Duff et al. [8] considered a great number of orderings for demonstrating their effects on the convergence of the relevant PCG method, when incomplete factorization preconditioners were used. For each ordering, the tested domain was a 30 x 30 regular grid on which the Dirichlet problem for two-dimensional Laplacian equation by finite difference approximations was solved. The test results-among others-show that applying the spiral ordering, a nice convergence was achieved in most tested cases. As known, its starting point is a central point of the square regular mesh, and it can be determined easily for such a well-structured matrix. In [lo], we presented an algorithm for finding a node of nearly minimum eccentricity of a general undirected graph. Note, its resulting node is usually exactly a central point of the graph. In such a way, applying this algorithm, a good starting point may be determined for general undirected graphs based on which a version of the spiral ordering became available also for the graphs of stiffness matrices. _ To improve the quality of the preconditioner to be prepared from the obtained M-matrix, an ordering is applied on it. -An incomplete factorization is executed for preparing the preconditioner.
THE GENERAL
Note, a detailed analysis on this approach is discussed also in [25] .
The skeleton of this original general algorithm in [l] for preparing an effective incomplete factorization preconditioner is as follows.
(1) Let us apply the DC-reduction to the stiffness matrix, by which a symmetric positive definite block-diagonal M-matrix is prepared from it.
(2) For improving the efficiency of the preconditioner to be prepared, an ordering is applied on the graph of the obtained M-matrix. (3) For preparing the preconditioner, an incomplete factorization is executed.
Remarks
(i) In (2), the starting point is chosen as a node of maximum degree, and in the numbering generated we found the same (on our test problems) as that obtained by applying the Cuthill-McKee's numbering and reversing it.
(ii) In (3), each of the incomplete factorizations (IC, MIC, DMIC, RIC, and DRIC) was applied by which a number of PCG-solvers have became available.
THE CONSIDERED PCG-SOLVERS
In changing either the ordering or the incomplete factorization (or both) in the original algorithm in [l], we can get new preconditioners, by which new versions of PCG-solvers may be formed.
As mentioned, the most efficient version we presented in [9] was found better than those from [l] . On the other hand, the most efficient version of PCG-solver we presented in [ll] was found to be better than any one in [9] . Our present aim is to prepare and compare the solvers, which were found the best from certain point of view, so now we consider the following ones.
Version 1 (Denoted by Vl)
In [2, 9] , we prepared a number of variants of the original algorithm and the essence of the version which was found to be the most effective among the considered ones is the following.
In (2), we applied our spiral ordering for which the starting point was chosen as a node of nearly minimum eccentricity [lo], from which a rooted level structure is generated. It is numbered by using the Cuthill-McKee's numbering which is reversed at the last.
In (3), we applied the IC(0) for preparing the preconditioner.
The PCG-solver in which the preconditioner is prepared by Vl was found more efficient than any of those considered in [l] . We refer to this solver as VIC(0).
Version 2 (Denoted by V2)
In [3, 11] , we considered the following versions of the original algorithm.
In (2), we applied our spiral ordering [9] f or which the starting point was chosen as a node of minimum eccentricity, from which a rooted level structure is generated. It is numbered by using the Cuthill-McKee's numbering which is reversed at the last.
In (3), in preparing the preconditioner, we applied the level of fill-in dropping strategy [12, 17] , when the number of subdiagonals formed from the fill-ins is IP.
Clearly, in case of IP = 0, this V2 turns to Vl. We tested V2 with the parameters 0 < IP < 10, when some problems from the FEM structural analysis were solved. As it is discussed in [ll], the PCG-solver in which the preconditioner is prepared by V2 with IP = 2 was found more efficient than any of those considered in [9] . We refer to this PCG-solver as VIC(2). Now we continue preparing the following four versions as follows. In each version, we apply our spiral ordering, so for each one, it is enough to indicate the type of incomplete factorization applied in the algorithm.
Version 3 (Denoted by V3)
In (3), the preconditioning is prepared as MIC(0); that is, no fill-in is accepted, and all the discarded fill-in elements are added to the relevant diagonal entry. We refer to the relevant PCG-solver as VMIC(0).
Version 4 (Denoted by V4)
In (3), the preconditioning is prepared as MIC (2); that is, the accepted fill-in elements form two "subdiagonals", and all the discarded fill-in elements are added to the relevant diagonal entry.
We refer to the relevant PCG-solver as VMIC(2).
Version 5 (Denoted by V5)
In (3), the preconditioning is prepared as FUC(0); that is, no fill-in is accepted, and all the discarded fill-in elements-modified by a relaxation parameter w-are added to the relevant diagonal entry. We refer to the relevant PCG-solver as VRIC(0).
Version 6 (Denoted by V6)
The preconditioning is prepared as RIG (2); that is, the accepted fill-in elements form two subdiagonals and all the discarded fill-in elements-modified by a relaxation parameter w-are added to the relevant diagonal entry. We refer to the relevant PCG,-solver as VPIC (2) .
Note that for V5 and V&---following [l]-for the relaxation parameter w (-1 < w < l), we applied w = 1 -ho, where ho x lld&, where nuno denotes the number of nodes; d is the spatial dimension.
NUMERICAL EXPERIENCES AND CONCLUSIONS

We consider six PCG-solvers VIC(O), VIC(2), VMIC(O), VMIC(2), VRIC(O), and VRIC(2).
To compare them by efficiency, we apply each one for solving the same problem, and we indicate the number of iterations required for achieving the same relative iterative error.
We consider six problems from the FEM structural analysis, when elastic frame structures with 3D beam elements are solved.
For an individual beam element, we consider the following differential equations in the local coordinate system (<, 7, <):
I~ETv'(~) = p,,
The beam is supposed to lie on the axis I. Here (u, w, w) denote the relevant local displacements, respectively. I,, = 4, and they are the moments of inertia of the cross section. E is the Young's modulus. A is the cross section area, and pt, p,, and pc are the distributed loads in the relevant three directions; pc is the distributed moment; It is the torsional moment of the cross-section;
and G is the shearing modulus. From the equilibrium equation, the well-known system of linear equations is prepared whose coefficient matrix is the elementary stiffness matrix. We consider the square domain 1000 mm x 1000 mm in the (z, y) plane on which we generate a regular mesh consisting of cross-bars. It serves as the bar structure on which the system of linear equations is generated whose coefficient matrix is the whole stiffness matrix. We consider six problems and they differ from each other in the mesh parameter, that is, in the size of the problem. At the four corner point, the structure is fixed, and at the central point of the structure, a loading vector of 1000N is pointing outward from the bar structure in its normal direction.
The problems to be considered here differ from each others in the size. The spectral condition numbers of the tested stiffness matrices are large (106-107). For the relative iterative error, we used E = 10m4.
Notes on our implementation are as follows.
(a) The D-reduction was executed on the whole stiffness matrix (not on elementary stiffness
For each of the PCG-solvers, the ordering was executed on the connected components of the graph derived from the relevant matrix. The incomplete factorization was executed blockwise, by which a great reduction in computer time was achieved. (c) For reducing the number of updatings during the incomplete factorization, we applied the concept of the IKJ-version of the Gaussian elimination due to Saad [17] .
(d) We applied the overlay technique within the FORTRAN for trying to optimize the storage requirements.
Our computer results are presented in Table 1 , where we indicate the number of iterations for all the considered solvers VIC(O), VIC(2), VMIC(O), VMIC(2), VRIC(O), and VRIC(2).
For the first problem being of the smallest size, all the considered problems we obtained no significant differences in the number of iterations. In [ll], we have seen a similar tendency.
In comparing, VIC(O), VMIC(O), and VRIC(O), whose common property is that no fill-in was accepted (IP = 0) d uring the incomplete factorization process, VIC(0) is the most effective. For In comparing VIC(2), VMIC(2), and VRIC(2), whose common property is that two subdiagonals are produced from the accepted fill-in elements (IP = 2) during the incomplete factorization process, VIC(2) is found to be the most effective. The tendency of the numbers of iterations obtained is similar to the previous case, for all considered problems (except the first one). VRIC(2) is more efficient than VMIC(2). Applying VRIC(2), the number of iterations is about 5-11% larger than in the case of using VIC(2), while VRIC(2) is more efficient than VIC(0).
As a result, we can conclude that for a given relative iterative error, VIC(2) and RIC(2) were found to be the two most effective solvers among the considered ones. Now, we consider the behavior of VIC(2) and VRIC(2) when decreasing the bound of the relative iterative error. In Tables 2 and 3 , we present our results when E = 10W4, 10F5, 10e6, 10P7, lo-*, lo-', and 10F1' were used for VIC(2) and VRIC(2), respectively. In the tables, for each E, we indicate only the corresponding exponent of the error bound which we denote here as b. Here we indicate also the number of iterations required for achieving the prescribed relative iterative error. From the tables, it can be seen that for both methods, by increasing the accuracy, the number of iterations is increased nearly linearly for all the considered problems.
As a result of the above discussion, we can conclude that version VIC(2) was found to be the most effective solver among the considered ones on our test problems. 
